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GRADE 2 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW 
About the Grade 2 Curriculum 

In the EduTyping Grade 2 keyboarding curriculum, it is recommended that students complete all 
units within Digital Literacy (Computer Basics, Digital Citizenship, and Learning to Type) prior to 
beginning any keyboarding instruction. In these multimodal lessons, students learn key concepts in 
a variety of ways, including videos, graphically-illustrated text, downloadable worksheets, and auto-
graded quizzes. 

Next, students complete keyboarding lessons introducing the middle row keys within the Letters & 
Common Symbols unit. Grade 2 students focus on learning proper touch typing technique and 
gaining a greater familiarity of using the keyboard through consistent drill-and-practice lessons. The 
clearly structured and sequential curriculum teaches each new key on the home row and middle row 
one letter at a time and includes targeted practice of each new key learned.  

Additionally, four Practice Library reinforcement lessons are provided to give students extra 
keyboarding practice targeted towards keys on the home row and middle row and should be 
completed after the Letters & Common Symbols unit. The final reinforcement lesson provides 
students the opportunity to utilize all the keys they have learned and form words. 

 

About the Scope and Sequence 
The scope and sequence is designed to provide teachers with a structure and format that will 
maximize learning touch typing for each age group category. The recommendations are based on 
nearly fifteen years of data analysis and user field tests. Although instructional programs vary from 
school to school, the scope and sequence provides "best practices" information and recommended 
benchmarks that are applicable for any keyboarding instructional program.  
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DIGITAL LITERACY 
Computer Basics 

The Computer Basics unit teaches students the basics of technology, including the parts of a 
computer, how to click and scroll using a mouse, and proper behavior for working in a computer lab. 
It is recommended that students complete all units within Digital Literacy, beginning with this unit, 
prior to beginning any keyboarding instruction. 

LESSON STRUCTURE 
To meet the needs of ALL learners, lesson content is presented using a multimodal approach. 

1. Lesson Video Lesson content is first presented in short, narrated videos. These colorful and 
engaging animated videos offer a fun and informative way for students to learn the lesson's key 
concepts. 

2. Lesson Content Students are next prompted to read each lesson's content presented in a clear, 
graphically-illustrated text format that uses meaningful images to enhance and develop their 
understanding. 

3. Downloadable Worksheets (Optional) Optional downloadable worksheets reinforce lesson 
content and prepare students for the lesson quiz using a variety of supporting activities such as 
True and False, word searches, matching activities, and more. The activity worksheets are 
delivered as PDFs for students to complete offline and can be printed or filled in digitally to 
submit for teacher grading. Answer keys to these packets are provided as lesson resources in 
the Curriculum section of the Teacher Portal. 

4. Lesson Quiz Students finish each lesson by completing a brief, multiple choice quiz that tests 
their knowledge of the key concepts presented in the lesson. Students are able to see their 
results in real time and quiz scores for all students are reported in the Teacher Portal. To view 
the Lesson Quiz Answer Key, click View in the Curriculum section of the Teacher Portal. 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTION 
Although students have access to view lesson content independently, it is recommended that you 
use the material to present the lesson concepts and guide student learning. Lesson content has been 
written at a grade-appropriate level, however it is recommended that these lessons are teacher led 
so that you can offer further explanation of concepts and technical terms. Similarly, quizzes should 
be teacher led to offer assistance by reading each question and answer.  
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Digital Citizenship 
The Digital Citizenship unit teaches students the basics of appropriately and safely using technology, 
including rules for acceptable online behavior, cyberbullying, email manners, and more. It is 
recommended that students complete Computer Basics prior to completing this unit. 

LESSON STRUCTURE 
To meet the needs of ALL learners, lesson content is presented using a multimodal approach. 

1. Lesson Video Lesson content is first presented in short, narrated videos. These colorful and 
engaging animated videos offer a fun and informative way for students to learn the lesson's key 
concepts. 

2. Lesson Content Students are next prompted to read each lesson's content presented in a clear, 
graphically-illustrated text format that uses meaningful images to enhance and develop their 
understanding. 

3. Downloadable Worksheets (Optional) Optional downloadable worksheets reinforce lesson 
content and prepare students for the lesson quiz using a variety of supporting activities such as 
True and False, word searches, matching activities, and more. The activity worksheets are 
delivered as PDFs for students to complete offline and can be printed or filled in digitally to 
submit for teacher grading. Answer keys to these packets are provided as lesson resources in 
the Curriculum section of the Teacher Portal. 

4. Lesson Quiz Students finish each lesson by completing a brief, multiple choice quiz that tests 
their knowledge of the key concepts presented in the lesson. Students are able to see their 
results in real time and quiz scores for all students are reported in the Teacher Portal. To view 
the Lesson Quiz Answer Key, click View in the Curriculum section of the Teacher Portal. 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTION 
Although students have access to view lesson content independently, it is recommended that you 
use the material to present the lesson concepts and guide student learning. Lesson content has been 
written at a grade-appropriate level, however it is recommended that these lessons are teacher led 
so that you can offer further explanation of concepts and technical terms. Similarly, quizzes should 
be teacher led to offer assistance by reading each question and answer.  
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Learning to Type 
The Learning to Type unit introduces students to proper touch typing technique, posture, and finger 
placement on the keyboard. So that students develop good keyboarding habits, it is essential that 
students learn these techniques from the onset of beginning the EduTyping keyboarding lessons. It is 
recommended that students complete Computer Basics and Digital Citizenship prior to completing 
this unit. 

Additional lessons covering Tips for Timed Tests and How to Improve Your Speed and Accuracy are 
available in the Grade 2 curriculum, but are not included by default because the concepts covered 
are not applicable to Grade 2 learning. You may decide to enable these lessons by changing course 
settings. 

LESSON STRUCTURE 
Lesson content in this unit is presented using the following approach: 

1. Lesson Content Students are first prompted to read each lesson's content presented in a clear, 
graphically-illustrated text format that uses meaningful images to enhance and develop their 
understanding. 

2. Downloadable Worksheets (Optional) Optional downloadable worksheets reinforce lesson 
content and prepare students for the lesson quiz using a variety of supporting activities such as 
True and False, word searches, matching activities, and more. The activity worksheets are 
delivered as PDFs for students to complete offline and can be printed or filled in digitally to 
submit for teacher grading. Answer keys to these packets are provided as lesson resources in 
the Curriculum section of the Teacher Portal. 

3. Lesson Quiz Students finish each lesson by completing a brief, multiple choice quiz that tests 
their knowledge of the key concepts presented in the lesson. Students are able to see their 
results in real time and quiz scores for all students are reported in the Teacher Portal. To view 
the Lesson Quiz Answer Key, click View in the Curriculum section of the Teacher Portal. 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTION 
Although students have access to view lesson content independently, it is recommended that you 
use the material to present the lesson concepts and guide student learning. Lesson content has been 
written at a grade-appropriate level, however it is recommended that these lessons are teacher led 
so that you can offer further explanation of concepts and technical terms. Similarly, quizzes should 
be teacher led to offer assistance by reading each question and answer. 

BEST PRACTICES 
While teaching this unit, it is important to stress the following points: 

1. Students should focus on keyboarding accuracy, not speed. 
2. Students should sit up straight while at their computer workstations. 
3. Emphasize that students should keep their eyes on what they are typing (monitor or copy) and 

not on their hands or keyboard. This will foster quicker muscle memory of proper finger 
placement and reach. 
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KEYBOARDING LESSONS 
Letters & Common Symbols 

This unit consists of the following parts: 

• Middle Row Keys 
• Middle Row Keys - Advanced 

The Letters & Common Symbols unit introduces students to touch typing using a grade-appropriate, 
letter-by-letter approach. The clearly structured and sequential curriculum teaches each new key on 
the home row and middle row one letter at a time and includes targeted practice of each new key 
learned. Students in Grade 2 focus on learning proper touch typing technique and gaining a greater 
familiarity of using the keyboard through consistent drill-and-practice lessons. 

At the beginning of each new key lesson, students view a short introductory video developing their 
familiarity with the letter, associating it with common vocabulary words and pictures, then locating 
the key on the keyboard. Students then warm up with a review of previously learned keys before 
learning the correct finger and proper technique to use to strike the new key and practicing 
integrating it with other keys. 

A series of lessons teaching all middle row keys using a more advanced multi-key approach is 
available in the Grade 2 curriculum, but is not included by default. If students in Grade 2 complete all 
Letters & Common Symbols lessons, as well as all Practice Library Reinforcement Lessons, you may 
decide to enable these lessons if instructional time allows at the end of your course by changing 
course settings. 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTION 
It is recommended that students in Grade 2 focus on learning proper finger placement and technique 
of the home row and middle row keys and develop a greater familiarity with using the keyboard. To 
become proficient in touch typing, students should be presented with a minimum of 20–30 minutes 
of keyboarding instruction per week, however it is recommended that students complete no more 
than one new key and its review lesson in any single instructional period. If instructional time allows 
at the end of your class period, you may assign students to redo that class period's lessons. 

With consistent practice and instructor observation, students in Grade 2 should complete all Middle 
Row Keys lessons and reviews in approximately 20–25 class periods. Completion time will vary based 
on average typing speed and the amount of teacher-led dictation and demonstration provided. 
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BEST PRACTICES 
During the initial phase of introducing the keyboard to students, it is important to reinforce the 
following: 

1. Mistakes are normal. Let students know that making mistakes is part of the learning process, 
and with consistent practice, fewer mistakes will be made and accuracy will improve. 

2. Stress accuracy, not speed. In the early stages of learning touch typing, it is important to learn 
to type at a slow, steady pace with few errors, rather than too fast with many errors. 

3. Emphasize good typing technique. As you facilitate instruction, continually observe and monitor 
each student's technique while at the keyboard. 

4. Home row keys. Emphasize the importance of anchoring on the F and J keys and keeping the 
remaining fingers on the home row to achieve proper reach technique. 

RECOMMENDED BENCHMARKS  

Grade WPM 
(Words per Minute) Accuracy Rec. Min. Weekly 

Instruction Time 

2 N/A 90% 20-30 Min 
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REINFORCEMENT LESSONS 
Practice Library 

These reinforcement lessons provide students extra keyboarding practice targeted towards keys on 
the home row and middle row. It is recommended that students complete all Practice Library 
reinforcement lessons upon completion of the Letters & Common Symbols unit. 

My Teacher's Lessons 
Using the Custom Lessons feature allows instructors to upload their own content, which then 
becomes a lesson within the EduTyping curriculum. By using Custom Lessons, instructors have the 
flexibility to determine the length of the lesson, as well as to incorporate cross-curriculum content, 
such as spelling words or science terms from other content areas. 

District administrators have the ability to share Custom Lessons with other teachers and schools 
throughout their district. 

It is recommended that Custom Lessons be assigned only after students have learned proper posture 
and technique and have developed a familiarity with using the keyboard. When creating custom 
content, it is important to only include previously learned keys in your lesson.  
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ASSESSMENTS 
Timed Tests 

This unit consists of the following parts: 

• Pre- and Post Tests 
• Middle Row 

Timed Tests measure students' typing speed and accuracy in a pre-determined amount of time. A 
series of 30-second and 1-minute Middle Row Timed Tests is available in the Grade 2 curriculum, but 
is not included by default. Pre- and Post Tests, which are designed to be used to measure students' 
keyboarding skill level at both the onset and completion of the EduTyping course, are also available. 
It is not recommended that students complete Timed Tests, however you may decide to enable them 
by changing course settings. 

BEST PRACTICES 
When students first begin taking Timed Tests, they may feel anxious or nervous. It is important to 
stress the following: 

1. Improve your skills. Let students know that they are taking Timed Tests so that they continue to 
improve their touch typing skills. 

2. Steady pace. When taking Timed Tests, students should type using a steady pace and focus on 
accuracy as much as speed. 

3. Relax. Let students know that it's okay if they make a mistake. Encourage them to move on so 
they can keep a steady typing pace until the Timed Test is over. 

4. Warm up. Emphasize to students that it is important to warm up their fingers so that they are 
prepared and ready for the Timed Test. 

My Teacher's Tests 
Using the Custom Timed Tests feature allows instructors to upload their own content, which then 
becomes a Timed Test within Assessments in the EduTyping curriculum. By using Custom Timed 
Tests, instructors have the flexibility to determine the length of the test (30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 
minutes, 3 minutes, or 5 minutes), as well as to incorporate cross-curriculum content, such as 
spelling words or science terms from other content areas. 

District administrators have the ability to share Custom Timed Tests with other teachers and schools 
throughout their district. 

It is not recommended that Custom Timed Tests be assigned to Grade 2 students, however when 
creating custom content, it is important to only include previously learned keys in your test. 
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